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Abstract— Through systematic numerical simulations, the effect of key controlling parameters angle of attack (α) and 
Reynolds number (Re) on an unsymmetrical airfoil is investigated. The ever increasing need to improve the performance 
and efficiency of an air-borne machine has necessitated active research efforts on fundamental understanding of role of 
quintessential parameters. The effect was analyzed in the variation of Center of pressure (C.O.P) and Transition states on 
the adapted unsymmetrical airfoil. Simulations were carried out with the aid of proper virtual wind tunnel analysis. 
 
Index Terms— Virtual wind tunnel, Matlab software.  

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Through studies, determination of the position of 
transition state has been done. The difficulty faced 
before, in determining the location of transition point, 
was worked on. The factors that affect the change in 
transition state and the C.O.P along the chord of the 
unsymmetrical airfoil have been attributed. Study has 
been performed to analyze the flow around an 
unsymmetrical airfoil to understand the variation in 
position of the separation bubble region. For the 
study, data was collected for other airfoils and similar 
variation patterns were observed. The Study showed 
the effect of short and long bubble on the stability of 
transition state has been done. Comparisons between 
systematic numerical simulation and experimental 
result to find the C.O.P of an unsymmetrical airfoil 
also have been done. Practical experimental result and 
the software analysis have a slight variation between 
them which shows the difference between 
assumptions and reality. Graphs were plotted between 
C.O.P (As percentage of chord) vs. Angle of attack 
and transition point (As percentage of chord) vs. 
angle of attack by fixing the Reynolds number. 
Results indicate that, with the increase in angle of 
attack (α), Center of pressure (C.O.P) starts shifting 
towards the leading edge non-monotonically. Similar  
trend was noted in variation of Flow transition 
(Laminar to turbulent).  
 
II. DATA ANALYSIS OF CENTER OF 
PRESSURE (C.O.P) 
 
The graph shows the variation COP with respect to 
the AOA by fixing a Reynolds number as AOA 
increases COP shift towards the leading edge the 
reason behind it is- when the AOA increases the lift 
co-efficient will increase at that moment the pressure 
difference at leading edge region will be more 
compare to last angle of attack and from fundamental 
COP will be the one of the point in that region but 

when angle of attack further increases(>4 degree)for 
NACA 2412 thevariation in COP will not be much 
more because at higher AOA the resistance offered 
by the shear stress  will decrease and at a one 
particular angle of attack where the shear stress 
become zero it means the flow has to be separate 
from the surface ,this phenomenon is called stall. 
When the angle of attack increases the separation 
Bubble (A "bubble" is a small region where the fluid 
changes directions. So, instead of flowing 
downstream, some of the fluid may flow upstream. 
This fluid would then begin to flow downstream 
again. ) This fluid motion causes the fluid to form 
little recirculation regions, so after increasing the 
AOA the circulation near the leading edge will be 
more compare to last AOA as a result lift will 
increase and the most of the magnitude of this lift 
will come from leading edge region so COP will 
somewhere in that region which will nearer from the 
leading edge in percent of chord length compare to 
last angle of attack. As a result by fixing a Reynolds 
number after increasing the angle of attack the COP 
moves towards the leading edge by the phenomenon 
called circulation.  

 
Table.1 C.O.P vs A.O.A. 
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Figure 1:variation of center of pressure withrespect to angle of 

attack at Reynolds number =100000 
 
III. PREDICTION OF TRANSITION AND          
TURBULENT START POINT 
 
The exact behavior of transition to turbulent flow 
depends upon the Reynolds number, the roughness of 
the airfoil surface, the amount of turbulence already 
in the air, and the shape of the airfoil.  
Air flows over an airfoil, the boundary layer forms. 
As the boundary layer flows over the object, it first 
flows very smoothly over the airfoil. This flow is 
called laminar flow. As the air transport further 
downstream, it transitions to turbulent flow. The 
boundary layer turbulence has a large effect upon the 
drag on the airfoil. Given the same airfoil, similar 
Reynolds number and low angles of attack, the drag 
will be much higher for a turbulent flow than for the 
laminar flow. in that region only. 
 
3.1 Initial turbulence in the air 
It means the flow is energized and also it have some 
initial momentum, the transition to turbulence is often 
preceded by a "laminar bubble”. When the angle of 
attack increases at fixed Reynolds number the 
transition point moves towards the leading edge 
because of- 
 
3.2 Roughness 
Roughness moves thetransition point towards the 
leading edge as it increases the shear stress will also 
be increase so downstream flow moves upstream as a 
result circulation starts earlier, at a high angle of 
attack the downstream flow will touch only some 
portion of a surface of an airfoil from the leading 
edge so retarding upon the flow will be more there 
and then the flow will transform laminar to turbulent 
circulation ,in this case when the flow reaches the 
airfoil  the net circulation(Initial circulation due to 
turbulence in the air +circulation due to leading 
edge vortex) will more as a result the transition starts 
earlier. 

 
Figure 2: variation of transition start point with respect to 

Reynolds number. 
 

 
Figure 3: variation of turbulent start point with respect to 

Reynolds number. 
 
Figure 2 shows the variation of transition start point 
with respect to the Reynolds number at fixed angle of 
attack the interesting points can see and notice in the 
Re range of Re € (8×105 to 1×106 ) where the drastic  
change of transition start point take place and it  
moves towards the leading  edge  because when 
Reynolds  number increases keeping all the 
parameter constant the stream line becomes irregular 
earlier as a result the flow transition from laminar to 
turbulent take place earlier . 
After a Re=105 variation of transition start point does 
not change with respect to Reynolds number 
approximately. 
Figure 3 shows the variation of turbulent start point 
with respect to Reynolds number in percentage of 
chord at a fixed angle of attack. 
As the Reynolds number increases from 105 to 106 
the drastic change in turbulent start point take place 
and it moves towards the leading edge because of 
fully irregular stream line formation from regular 
stream line which contains less energy compare to 
irregular stream line further increase in Reynolds 
number does not affect much more but in the range of 
Re€ (8×106 to 9×106) further movement of the 
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turbulent transition point take place towards the 
leading edge of the airfoil. 
After crossing this Reynolds number the speed 
becomes too high keeping all parameter constant 
which result the more shear stress near the leading 
edge as a result the turbulent starts near the leading 
edge on the other way the turbulent starts point moves 
towards the leading edge. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
Designing an airfoil and its performance in reality 
makes large difference between themselves so by 
doing virtual analysis we can predict the transition 
point, turbulent start point and depending upon the 
application we can change the location of these 
points. 

This idea could work if demonstrated and could lay 
the foundations for future applications of designing 
an airfoil. The results and analysis done in this paper 
can act as reference for the designers of future airfoils 
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